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N. S. H. LECTURE.

A very interesting lecture was given by Mr.
Eric Kessler on "Recent Political Developments
in Switzerland" on the occasion of the monthly
meeting of the Nouvelle Société Helvétique,
which took place on Wednesday last.

Amongst the many prominent members of
the Swiss Colony, who attended the lecture, were
Messieurs Oh. de Jenner and W. de Bourg,
Councellors of Legation, and M. W. Rttfenacht,
1st Secretary of Legation.

An animated discussion followed the
excellent eccposé of Mr. Kessler in which, some
of the younger members of the Colony took a
prominent part.

We have great pleasure in publishing here-
with an extract of the lecture, in two parts, and
we trust that our readers will avail themselves
of the opportunity to voice their opinion on a
subject which plays an important part in the
political life of our country.

Mr. Eric Kessler said :

When asked by the Nouvelle Société Helvé
tique to deliver this lecture, the choice of sub-
jeet was very kindly left to me, so that to talk
about the recent political developments in
Switzerland seemed a very tempting theme. I
thought then, however, that my audience would
consist of the small group of the faithful friends
of these monthly gatherings. But on hearing
that an attempt was to be made, to drag some of
the young Swiss, resident in London, I became
alarmed. Not that I underestimate the know-
ledge of the elder group, nor their warmth of
interest, but as long as I thought I would have
to deal with them, I felt on safe ground. For
various reasons I cannot say the same thing
with the younger present. Firstly, because I
know they feel so much more on the subject than
I or the elder people do.

When I say "/ee/," I must give an explana-
tion; we all "feel" about it somehow or other.
But whereas those who live more or less per-
manently abroad, and I may add especially in
England, feel particularly anxious when they
discover, /ooAim/ Aometoards, reasons to think
that, what we love most in the political institu-
tions in the old country might one day perhaps
soon be in danger — I mean the freedom of the
Swiss as citizens—those who live at home, and
especially the younger generation, may for many
good reasons feel about a much greater variety
of subjects tAaw me do and car/. And that is
why I am slightly disturbed at the prospect of
having among my critics young people who have
every right to think that I, after all, do not
really understand what moves them and what
is in their opinion the underlying force of the
malaise, wAioA me aF fcwom is fAere.... I have
tried, wherever the opportunity to do so turned
up, to bring in their point of view. After all
I may not quite belong to what one calls the
younger generation — I wish I had more time
to say more about this — but as I have already
tried, to understand what was going on at home
and when doing so, made a point of being in
contact with what those not yet in power though
and felt — I still hope to be able to get their
approval for at least some of the things I have
to say.

You all know the facts which have brought
about the discussion of what we may call the
political crisis in Switzerland. They have had
some repercussions abroad, fortunately for us,
with not too many evil consequences. The
foreign powers, who matter most in the field of
international politics, still hold the view that
the political instinct of the Swiss will prove
strong and resourceful enough to weather the
storm.

On March 11th Switzerland rejected the
proposed Public Safety Act with a majority of
some seventy thousand votes and the majority
of the cantons. The measure intended to streng-
then the hand of the Authorities against rioting,
popular demonstrations and subersive agita-
tion ; but the combined forces of the Socialist
and the Fronten proved strong enough to bring
this somewhat belated effort of the Federal
Council, to do something about the situation
which, as the Geneva incidents had shown, had
become serious enough,—to fall. The day after
the vote was taken, Berne was overcome with
the excitement of a ministerial crisis. We may
have to wait some time until we get the exact
history of what happened then and how it came
about. But one is on safe ground to say that
Bundesrat Musy, who followed his colleague
Hftberlin in retirement.—the retirement actually
took place on the 1st of May,—wanted the re-
signation of the Federal Council in corpore.
The Federal Council however did not think it
wise to give way to Iiis feelings and reading
of the situation. I am not in any position to
say if his reading was an exact one, as far as

the popular feeling then went, but I have heard
and read that a great many people thought then,
that we would have been able to get a more or
less new team to start on the very difficult task
without any serious damage to the country. I
am not quite sure about that.

The crisis had made the malaise evident. It
had, everybody knew, been there for some time.
Most people felt it. I do not think that those
in power did not. But it is their duty to go
on, which does not mean, not to take any notice
of it, but to take it in and to try in going on and
governing to mitigate its causes. They thought
they did. Some people did with them. But a
great many thought they were no longer up to
their task. Amongst those who thought and
still think so, there are no doubt a great many
who do not believe that a change in the
political system would help. They take a very
sober and reasoned outlook ; they judge
that most of our troubles are economic
and that there is no political cure for them.
They would like to see the bitterness of our
party strife abolished, at least, with sacrifices
all round, made less acrimonious ; but they are,
no doubt, in the minority. The majority has
very strong feelings about those matters which
form the topics of the public discussion, to
mention only on one side the plight of the
Yolksbank, and the financial situation on the
other the responsibility for the rejection of the
Public Safety Act. But as a whole, looking
from abroad, I cannot yet see an approach to
the difficulties on the lines of the one we have
watched in the last two years in England, where
at least some of the groups of the political world
have for some time now been able to sit together
and to do their best to make a show of what
unites them. The Federal Council still repre-
sents to the outward world, what once was con-
sidered a very excellent working team, incor-
porating the representatives of our so-called
Bourgeois Parties with the exclusion of the
Socialists. But what is necessary to-day, if
one thinks it at all desirable, that we should in
the handling of an avowed complicated situation
show the spirit which in the past helped us to
overcome similar ones, is not only the more or
less smooth working together of some elderly
politicians and statesmen, nor the cameraderie
of a few, but the giving of a new value, a new
meaning to our old and so often misused, I mean
so often in the wrong places talked about,
national motto. There can be no doubt that
this approach is only possible, wfieri everybody
agrees to give up some of his political beliefs.
This does not mean that parties have to give up
for good, what they think to be their most pre-
cious intellectual luggage, it means only that in
order to get some real work done, which helps
all those who are behind the parties, who, after
all, give them strength and look to them for
something in return, they would have to drop
their differences. If that were possible, in a not
too distant future, I mean, a recovery which
would not only give work to those who have no
work now, but till all with confidence in our
economic future, I would be prepared to say,
that a great many of those who to day roci-
/erate about the necessity of sweeping altera-
tions in our political institutions would soon be
silent. This is a very materialistic considéra-
tion, and I would not be surprised to be told,
that it would not reconcile the younger among
those who range against the Government
Parties, neither Socialist nor Frontists. But
it may stand for those who are middle-aged
and they would be strong enough to pull the
country through.

There are to-day, I am told, five or six so-
called mostly German-Swiss Fronten and at
least two groups with more or less Fascists
leanings in the western part of Switzerland.
They all seem to have abundant financial means,
most of them have their own newspapers, if not
dailies, at least weeklies, and they all have, in
imitation of the German and Italian hierarchy,
their Leader. There is the Bund Nationalsozial-
istischer Eidgenossen, "la Fédération des
Confédérés Nationalsocialistes" whose founder
an Architect named Fischer, from Zurich, has,
in the past two years more than once been
seen at Propaganda Meetings in Germany, re-
presenting his party. There is the YaG'otiaZe
Front, who promises to his followers the
financial, political and moral renaissance of
Switzerland from below. They are the declared
enemies of Liberals, Marxists, Socialists, Jews
and Freemasons.They have definite plans about
the reorganization of the constitution, favouring
the Corporations as they have been put into
practice in Italy and Austria. They have their
fighting squads wearing a white shirt and a
black tie, they rise their right hands to greet
you and say, instead of, "Guete abig," "Harns"
There is besides them the "Eidengössische
Front" whose adherents have strong religious-
Protestant-leanings ; they are against all
Liberalism in any form. There is then the AVue
SeA'ioete, la Yo/ircf/c ftiis.«, a group of people
who want to reintroduce under more or less new

cover, the Guilds, Zünfte and Innungen. They
fight against department stores, they too want
the Parliament run on Corporation lines. There
is, last not least, the "Snwd /«r FoZfc and
He/mat." Its members are supposed to be first
class patriots, which means they have to do and
to stick to all the things the leaders of this
movement have decreed, to be of first rate
patriotism. They are against what they call
Party Government, against red tape, against
centralization and Etatism and against Anti-
Militarism.

I realise that it is gwfe impossible in this
very short lecture to give you an idea of the
wealth of the forthcoming rejuvenating forces.
I am even quite sure that many who feel, tAai
something is wrong with the oid parties, have
honesty tried them, only to be, in view of the
not very encouraging attitude of the older gen-
eration, terribly disappointed.

What all the Fronten have in common is
a very pronounced animosity towards Socialism
in the form represented by the Social Demo-
eratio Party and the Trade Unions of Switzer-
land. With some of them at least with their
most prominent members, for instance of the
"'ÖMwd /«r FoZA «rad Heimat" this hatred dates
back to the General Strike after the war, when
the Socialist Leaders, assembled then in Olten,
tried to dictate the conditions of peace. You
know that their attempt failed, that the Swiss
Federal Council, working together with the
superior commanders of the army, and with the
help of the quickly organized Bürgerwehren,
were able to deal with the danger represented
by the left wing movement and not altogether
free of foreign, it was then Soviet Russian,
influence. The Socialists have since been con-
sidered as traitors in the eyes of a great many
people, and even the fact that some of those,
who were responsible for the extreme demands
then put forward, have since then to a certain
extent lost their prestige with some of their
followers, has, been overlooked.

It is due to this very strong feeling against
the Socialists, that some people, dissatisfied for
false or valid reasons with our Government
system and executive, turned abroad for in-
spiration.

There can be no doubt that the majority of
the Fronten have gone to school in Germany, and
whatever one may think about the necessity,
or the excellency of the National Socialist ex-
périment in the Reich, the fact that Swiss
people thought it was worthwhile to imitate it
entirely or partly, is rZ/.sUurbtw//. Foreign in-
fluences we have always had, but you all know
that in the political field, we had, when looking
for inspiration, and wanting to copy,—it was
only more or less a copy,—always looked west,
to France and to England. Even then we
merely took some technicalities ; the right spirit
was always there, and even before the French
Revolution, in the times of Patrician Govern-
ment in towns and aristocratic Landcantons,
there were always people who knew, and saw
to it that it was not forgotten bi/ fAo.se in power,
that there must be an efemen-t o/ consent com-
ing from the part of those who were governed.

There has, for centuries, been in Switzer-
land a wealth of communities of all sorts, some
political, many non political, military some,
cultural others, all of them demonstrating that
our national life depends on this continuous
intercourse between individuals and State, as
Professor Fleiner said recently. You may have
had at the head a system which was essentially
aristocratic, the expression autocratic covers it
better, but there was always ail fond an element
which was democratic. So that, when after
the French Revolution and later again in the
third and fourth decade of the nineteenth cent-
ury, we began to build the house as we know
it now, the foundations were already there. We
have always, whatever we did, tried to combine
the conservative forces with those who push for-
ward ; it is not merely a party combination, as
some people would like us to believe now ; ft is
e.s'.senfiaiZî/ F uns.s- and whenever we created new
rights, new constitutional rights and values, we
took care, to see, that our traditions and popu-
lar feelings were not overlooked.

To go abroad now, to envy a course, as
some do, which cannot be ours, to try to adopt
it at home, just because things are not what they
used to be, and because one thinks that our neigh-
hours are doing much better, is s arc/// a danger-
ous procedure. We have always quarrelled about
the attributes of the really good Swiss, and why
not? It was a good stimulating quarrel and made
those, suspected of failings, redouble their
efforts. / do wot see how we could ever, assuming
even that it were desirable, which I personally
don't believe, achieve that certain uniformity in
outlook, political, religious, cultural, which is
now the pattern ideal of our neighbours in the
north. I have read some time ago that Nation-
al Socialists realise it immediately, when they
are with a countryfellow who thinks and feels
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exactly like them. Well, somehow I feel, that if
this is an ideal condition of citizenship, we need
not strive after it, because we have got it. Just
as the French and the English have it and have
had it for ages. There may he a difference in col-
our and in poise, hut it is there, it is the residue
of tradition. I have talked to many Germans
about it :when they are in what I should like to
call their more enlightened moods, (even very
fanatic Nazis, are accessible then,) they admit
that it is just that what they want. They feel
others have it. 7'Ar;// «ay tAey «euer had it. It is
their business to find their way, and if in doing
so they find obstacles on the road, well that
makes for German history and fate. But, mind
you, and this is what I want to underline, there
is nothing in store for us in the field of inter-
national politics as far as adventures are con-
cerned. All we have to do, is to keep, what we
have.

(To be continued).

THE COMING "FETE SUISSE.'

The Committee of the "Fête Suisse" intro-
duced this year a charming novelty. They
called on the poet of the Colony "Gallus'' to
sing about the traditional family gathering,
which reunites yearly all the children of "Mutter
Helvetia".

This is the little poem calling you all Swiss
to come to Central Hall on June 21st :

The London Swiss, since sixty years,
Have bravely tried, one day each June,

To meet their friends from diff'rent spheres
And set all hearts in proper tune.

They have forgathered, one and all,
Well met, upon an equal plane,

And ever in a bigger hall
To house the ever-growing chain.

This chain of patriots and friends
Is shortly to be forged anew,

Counting on ev'rv link that tends
To make it whole—It counts on YOU I

Then let us join in song and pray'rs,
In homage to dear Switzerland

And banish daily woes and cares ;

Come, clasp each-other's friendly hand.
The white cross in its shield of red

Shall find its sons united thus
And may HELVETIA'S spirit spread,

So that she can be proud of us

TROST.

Elf Worte hab' ich einst gelesen
Als mir das Herz so schwer und feig.
" Danke Gott für Glück und Segen,
Dann vergissest du dein Leid."
Oft irrt unsere bange Seele
In dem Dunkel hin und her,
Gleich als ob das Steuer fehle
Unserem Schiff im Lebensmeer.
Doch nur einen Blick nach oben
In des Lichtes ew'ger Quell,
Und vom Glanz und Strahl da oben
Wird auch, in uns, es wieder hell.
Vieles Flück scheu wir versinken
In die Flut der Ewigkeit,
Neue Hoffnung lasst uns trinken
Aus dem ew'gen Born der Zeit.
Mancher wird daran genesen
Der viel Leid und Schweres trug,
Milde heilet auch die Wunden
Die der harte Tod uns schlug.
Erhebet uns auf lichten Schwingen
Ueber Kummer Leid empor,
Wir uns neuen Frühling bringen
Macht uns wieder lebensfroh.

ff. ff.

Tell your English Friends
to visit

Switzerland
and to buy their Tichets

from
The Swiss Federal Railways,
Carlton House, lib, Regent St., S.W.I

Special Reduction on Fares in Switzerland
(30% from June 15th to October 15th.

CITY SWISS CLUB.
Messieurs les membres sont avisés que

L'ASSEMBLEE MENSUELLE

aura lieu le 5 JUIN au Restaurant PAGANI,
42, Great Portland Street, W.l. et sera précédée

d'un souper à 7 h. 15 précises (prix 5/-)-

ORDRE DU JOUR:
Procès-verbal.
Admissions.

Démissions
Divers.

Pour faciliter les arrangements, le Comité re-
commande aux participants de s'annoncer au plus
tôt à M. P. F. Boehringer, 23, Leonard St. E.C.2
(Tél. Clerkenwell 9 595).
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Telephone Numbers :

MUSEUM 4302 (Floors)
MUSEUM 7055 (OjHce)

Telegrams : SOUFFLE
WESDO. LONDON

"Ben faranno i Pagani.
ParoaZon'o C. xiu. Dante
"Venir se ne dee giû
tra' miei Meschini."
Dante. Interno. C. irxtnt.

EE £j/a&/teAeJ ouer 50 Tears.

I PAGANI'S I

I RESTAURANT J
I GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.l. |

LINDA MESCHINI 1

5 ARTHUR MESCHINI / Proprietors. _
*itiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinr-

HOTELS UNDER SWISS MANAGEMENT

BRIGHTON. Malvern Private Hotel, Regency
Square, facing West Pier. FT. & C. 24 to 3 Gns.
weekly. Tel., Brighton 4517. Also Villa Pension
Alpenblick Lenk, Bernese Oberland, Holiday
Home for Children. Apply for Tariff, Emile Mar-
tig.

ST. PETER PORT, GUERNSEY, C.I. Hotel de
Normandie. May to September, from £4:4:0 —
£5:5:0 per week. 30 bedrooms, large grounds,
fully licensed. Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Isler.

BOURNEMOUTH BOSCOMBE "Beau Voir"
Private Hotel, "Maison Suisse," the Marina, en
face de la mer et Pier. English and Continental
cuisine. Pension prix modérés. Prop., Jelmoni's
Phone, 1747 Bos.

S. Devon. Dartmoor Hotel, Bovey Tracer. Ideal
sit., sea & moors. Golf, riding, fishing locally; ex-
cellent cuisine; li. & c„ running water. Under per-
sonal supervision of propr. Jacques Dubs. Phone :

Bovev Tracer 11.

BEXHILL-ON-SEA. Hotel Geneva. Excellent
position on sea front. Central heating, running
h. and c. water in all rooms. Swiss cuisine. Per-
sonal supervision of resident proprietor. Terms
3 to 5 gns. Tel., Bexhill 187. Telegr., Geneva,
Bexhill. Apply for tariff. M. & J. Heincen.

M/SCfZLAffEOUS AD PER77SEME7V7"S

Not exceeding 3 lines Per insertion. 2/6 ; three insertions 5/-

Postage extra on replies addressed e/o Sud« Objerter

A. VAUCHER, Horloger Diplômé, over 20 years'
experience, Geneva, Bienne and London. Rhabil-
läge soignés tons genres. Estimates free 5, Hat-
ton Garden, E.C.I.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Sunday, May 27th — Swiss Rifle Team —
Shooting practice at Bisley. (From 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.).

Tuesday, June 5th at 8 o'clock (Supper 7.15
p.m. sharp). City Swiss Club — Monthly
Meeting at Pagani's Restaurant, 42 Great
Portland Street, W.l. (See Advert).

Wednesday, June 6th — Société de Secours
Mutuels—Monthly Meeting at 7.30 p.m. at
74 Charlotte Street, W.l.

Wednesday, June 20th — Nouvelle Société Hei-
vétique — Monthly meeting at 19.45, to be
followed by a talk by Mr. P. Lerian on" L'Union Helvétia, son activité et ses mem-
bres," at Swiss House, 34/35, Fitzroy
square, W.

Thursday, June 21st, from 7—10.30 p.m. (Tea
from 6 o'clock, buffet from 8—9 o'clock) —
Fete Suisse — At Central Hall, Westminster
(opposite Westminster Abbey).

Saturday, June 23rd, at 2.45 p.m. — Swiss
Sports — At Herne Hill Athletic Grounds.

SWISS BANK CORPORATION.
(^4 Company Zimtted fry S/wr« incorporated in StuitecrZand)

99, GRESHAM STREET, E.C.2.
and 11c, REGENT STREET, S.W. 1.

Capital Paid up £6,400,000
Reserve» - - £2,120,000
Deposits - - £44,000.000

All Descriptions of Banking and
Foreign Exchange Business Transacted

Correspondenh in aff
: : parts of ffre WorW.

PENSIONNAT FOR GIRLS

INSTITUT MÉNAGER
MONRUZ-NEUCHATEL

Mr. & Mrs. William Perrenoud.

Founded 1922. Excellent References

Thorough study of the FRENCH LANGUAGE
by modern methods. DOMESTIC COURSE
comprising: Cookery, Direction of house-
hold, etc. Opportunities for SPORTS under

the direction of fully qualified mistress.

MODERN LANGUAGES — MUSIC
HOLIDAY COURSES.

Beautiful situation overlooking the lake at the foot of
Mount Chaumont. Proximity to Neuchâtel affords
splendid opportunities for Lectures, Concerts, Theatre.

PUPILS' HEALTH CAREFULLY SUPERVISED. — MODERATE PRICES

FOYER SUISSE
Under the Management: Schweiz. Verband Volksdienst

12-15, Upper Bedford Place.
Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.
Tel. Museum 2982

Moderate Prices
Running Hot & Cold Water
Central Heating
Continental Cuiiine

SDtvine Services.

EGLISE SUISSE (1762),
(Langue française).

79, Endell Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
(Near New Oxford Street).

Dimanche 27 Mai lib.—M. R. Desaules.
7h.— M. R. Hoffman-de Visme.

BAPTEME.
Michael Frederick Paul Hewitt, tils de Harold
and d'Annette née Rohr, né le 22 Mars 1934- le
20 Mai 1934.

Le Pasteur Hoffmann-de Visme reçoit le Mercredi
de 11 heures à midi 30, à l'église, 79, Endell
Street, W.O.2., et après les cultes. S'adresser
à lui pour tout, ce qui concerne les baptêmes,
mariages, instructions religieuses etc. Pour
rendez-vous particuliers, ou autre chose, télé-
phoner à Archway 1798, on écrire à 102.
Hornsey Lane, N.6.

SCHWEIZERKIRCHE
(Deutschsprachige Gemeinde).

St. Anne's Church, 9, Gresham Street, E.C.2.
(near General Post Office.)

Sonntag, den 27. Mai 1934. TRINITATIS.
11 Uhr morgens, Gottesdienst. Anschliess-
end Confirmation. Heiliges Abendmahl.
7Uhr abends, Gottesdienst.

CONFIRMATION.
Am Pfingstsonntag wurden confirmiert :

Elisabeth Charlotte WEISSENBACH von
Bremgarten (Aargau), geb. am 27. 5. 1917.

Alfred SCHMID von Ober-Stammheini (Zürich)
geb. am 2 12. 1917.

Anfragen wegen Religions-bezw. Confirmanden-
stunden und Amtshandlungen sind erbeten
an den Pfarrer der Gemeinde : C. Th. Hahn,
43, Priory Road, Bedford Park, W.4 (Tele-
phon : Chiswick 4156). Sprechstunden :

Dienstag 12-2 Uhr in der Kirche ; Mittwoch
5-6 Uhr im " Foyer Suisse."

Printed for the Proprietors, by The Frederick Printing Co.,
l.Ti)., at 23, Leonard Street, London, E.C.3
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